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Investors are currently on edge about a global economic slowdown, and much of 

their focus is on China. Is the world’s second-largest economy really slowing down 

and, if so, what should you be considering for your investment portfolios? This timely 

program provides an overview of China’s economy, political landscape, U.S. relations, 

key markets, top risks, security issues, Hong Kong relations, trade and military 

expansion. Sheldon Ray’s ongoing research and regular contact with senior 

government officials, economists, diplomats, regulators and journalists generates 

deep insights to assess China’s impact across the full spectrum of global markets, and 

ultimately, your investments! 

Attend This Meeting and Learn... 

1. How China's economy may be in better shape than you think 

2. What and who are reliable sources for China insights 

3. How the interdependence between the U.S. and Chinese economies impacts your 

investments 

Bio, Sheldon Ray 

Sheldon Ray Jr. is a certified portfolio manager (CPM) and senior vice president at 

Raymond James in Washington, DC. He co-manages a global balanced portfolio of 

equities and fixed income for individuals and institutions. His analysis covers risk 

management, corporate governance, global macroeconomics, long-term geopolitical 

outlook, financial fundamentals and China's emergence and impact on investment 

decisions. His securities career began at Prudential in 1996, then later Morgan 

Stanley and UBS; he joined Raymond James in 2015. His first five of 11 years in the 

real estate investment business were in Hong Kong advising corporate executives. 

Ray regularly speaks on China and global financial markets to Fudan University in 

Shanghai, University of Chicago Booth School of Business, National Defense 

University, Nordea Bank, the Foreign Service Institute and CCTV. He holds a B.S. 

degree in finance from Louisiana State University and a CPM designation from 

Columbia University. 


